
S/S 13 Idiomatic women's occasionwear

By the WGSN Womenswear team, 03 February 2012

A sophisticated, decorative approach on a clean minimal silhouette defines occasionwear separates for spring/summer 2013.

Mood
Inspired by the New York exhibition, Invitation to a Wedding: Ukrainian Wedding Textiles and Traditions,
this collection takes a new look at folkloric inspiration. A pared-back and minimal garment shape allows
for a modern update on traditional overly decorative surfaces. Isolated, asymmetric print and
embellishment placement creates a focal point of high colour and intricate detail in an otherwise clean
silhouette.

Colour

This clean and minimal palette is dominated by white, mixed with chili pepper, dark navy and stone with
accents of turquoise, synthetic pink and nile green.
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http://www.ukrainianmuseum.org/ex_101205wedding.html


Collection

Shift dress

A layered shift dress with engineered placement print creates a long, lean silhouette. Semi-sheer
underskirt and zigzag stitching around the armholes and neck adds colour highlights.

Asymmetric print top

A simple silk-blend shell top with cutout back detail. Print placement is asymmetric and off-kilter.

Lace skirt

A slim-fit layered lace pencil skirt creates an elongated silhouette. Silk shantung overskirt with tonal
embroidery and a delicate lace underskirt.

Diane von Furstenberg pre-fall 2012 Shift dress with section printed and sheer
underlay

Invitation to a Wedding exhibition, New
York

Hussein Chalayan spring/summer 2012

Source: As seen at
fashiongonerogue.com

Asymmetric printed top with cutout back
detail

Preen by Thornton Bregazzi
spring/summer 2012

Source: Remix, issue 72
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Lace-sleeved shift

Slim-fit shift dress with lace yoke and sleeves, and overlayed print detail.

Drop-waist dress

A simple, dropped-waisted silhouette lengthens the bodice. Delicate embroidery around the neckline with
zigzag stitching finishes the neck and armholes.

Source: As seen at
fashiongonerogue.com

Silk skirt with tonal embroidery and lace
underslip

Preen by Thornton Bregazzi
spring/summer 2012

Invitation to a Wedding exhibition, New
York

DKNY pre-fall 2012 Printed shift with lace yoke and sleeves Preen by Thornton Bregazzi
spring/summer 2012

Invitation to a Wedding exhibition, New
York
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Couture T-shirt

Silk charmeuse couture T-shirt with multicoloured overprinted floral, placed off-centre.

Diane von Furstenberg pre-fall 2012 Dropped-waist dress Invitation to a Wedding exhibition, New
York

Sophie Hulme spring/summer 2012

Source: S Moda. As seen at
fashiongonerogue.com

Silk couture T-shirt with off-centre print Wedding dress of Alexandra Martynets,
1980

Hussein Chalayan spring/summer 2012
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Print & graphics

Designer: WGSN studio

Source: WGSN original artwork Source: WGSN original artwork

DOWNLOADS
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